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Revision of TV Thomson scattering data analysis and detection
of profile structure
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The determination of electron temperature and density profiles with high resolution Thomson
Scattering is reconsidered, focusing on the correct treatment of the statistics and error estimation.
Based on this, methods are proposed to decide whether spatial structures observed in the measured
profiles are significant. A detailed statistical analysis of the detection process is given. It is shown
that a maximum likelihood method must be used to fit the theoretical scattering spectra to the data,
in order to obtain electron temperature and density. Furthermore, an existing calibration procedure
for the detector, based exclusively on the statistics of the detected scattering image, is perfected.
This self-consistent analysis leads to a precise definition of the confidence limits. Based on these,
statistical tests are designed to determine whether structures seen on the Thomson scattering
profiles are significant or not. To test the statistical method, some TEXTOR discharges were
analyzed. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1597951#
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of advanced tokamak scenarios,
which strongly localized phenomena such as transport b
ers play an important role, measurements with a high spa
resolution have become a diagnostic priority. The latter
needed to further the understanding and correct modelin
these phenomena and scenarios, which to date are stil
subject of intense study and discussion. The ultimate goa
these efforts is to control and exploit these phenomena
order to obtain fusion at the least possible risk and cost.

In recent years, a series of publications has appea
addressing the observation of meso-scale structure in pla
profiles.1–4 However, some of these reports have been
subject of fierce discussion in the fusion research com
nity, partly due to differences in viewpoints regarding t
error analysis of the reported observations. The present
lication attempts to address the problem of error assigna
to the reported observations in a systematic and thoro
manner, using standard and generally accepted techniq
The high-resolution Thomson scattering~TS! diagnostic sys-
tems developed at the FOM Institute provide data with v
good spatial resolution, indeed the resolution is among
best available to thermonuclear plasma physics up to d
This high resolution is obtained using a detection syst
consisting of an image intensifier in combination with
charge coupled device, providing about 23105 light sensi-
tive pixels. Because of the similarity of this detector type
TV cameras, it is known as TV Thomson scattering. O
such device has been operative at RTP,5 and currently, simi-
lar systems are in use on TEXTOR6 and TJ-II.7 The device
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measures the spectrum of scattered light along a view
chord through the plasma. The integral and width of the sc
tered light spectrum at each position determine, respectiv
ne andTe ~the electron density and temperature!. The analy-
sis of the data obtained with these systems requires ca
calibration8 and treatment of photon~photoelectron!
statistics.8,9

Recently it was realized that the least-squares proced
used to fit the theoretical scattering spectrum~which is a
function of ne andTe) to the experimental data, while prob
ably appropriate at high photon count levels, may suffer fr
some problems at low photon count levels. These proble
might not only affect the temperature and density estima
but also the error estimates in the latter quantities. This is
vital importance when making statements about the sign
cance of structures observed in the experimental profi
The following elements could contribute to this situation.

~1! The fit procedure, described in Ref. 9, using a sta
dardx2 method, assumes that the data are distributed acc
ing to a normal~Gaussian! distribution. However, in the cas
of a photon counting device such as this, the data are dis
uted according to a Poisson distribution~as pointed out in,
e.g., Refs. 10 and 11!, with important consequences for th
estimation of the confidence intervals~i.e., ‘‘error bars’’!,
which become asymmetric at low photon counts. Furth
more, since the spectral data follow a Poisson distributi
incorrectly assuming a Gaussian distribution leads to a b
in Te itself ~this is explained in more detail in Sec. II!.

~2! In the fit, ne is considered a free fit parameter. Th
leads to an additional bias in the fit towards lowTe , in
particular at low photon counts. Part of the cause of this b
must again be sought in the non-Gaussian probability dis
bution of the data mentioned under point~1!,12 which leads
to a large bias ifne is not constrained. Additionally, the erro
8 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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3999Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 9, September 2003 TV Thomson scattering data analysis
functional that is minimized possesses many local minim
low photon counts whenne is not constrained, leading t
suboptimal solutions of the problem. The negative bias ofTe

has indeed been observed experimentally at, e.g., TJ-II, w
comparingTe measured by Thomson scattering withTe from
electron cyclotron emission at low densities.13

~3! The error propagation described by Eqs.~1!–~5! in
Ref. 9 is not completely correct because the covariance
tween the two fit parametersne andTe is neglected,14 while
the value of this covariance is not negligible in practice.
the cases we have studied, this generally leads to an un
estimate of the standard fit error. Of course, a correction
the fit according to the ideas outlined under point~2! re-
moves this problem, since the number of fit paramet
would then be reduced from two (ne andTe) to one (Te).

~4! The conversion of counts in the detection device
Poisson variables having the correct statistics involves a
amplification factorQ, which in previous work has bee
determined incorrectly, also leading to an underestimate
the error bars.

The problems~1! and ~2! become apparent when th
photon counts are sufficiently low for the correspondi
Poisson distribution to become significantly distinct from
Gaussian distribution, i.e., below about 20 photoelectrons
spot area~where the spot area is the image of a point lig
source in the detection device!. These low intensities readily
occur near the edge of the high-resolution two-dimensio
~2D! detector, even at high central plasma densities, s
correct treatment of the data that takes account of their
tribution according to Poisson is not merely an acade
issue. Different TS diagnostic systems, having, e.g., lar
photoelectron collection areas~corresponding to lower reso
lution!, better detection efficiencies or higher light inten
ties, may not suffer from these effects, provided suffici
photons are collected by each pixel or detector in the ab
sense. The points listed above will be discussed extensi
in the next sections, where a new analysis method will
described that handles them correctly.

It is a well-known fact14 that in a situation where statis
tics are non-Gaussian, the maximum likelihood~ML !
method provides a robust and reliable alternative to stand
least-square~LS! minimization methods. The application o
this method to the analysis of TS data will be discussed
detail in this article, and it will be shown what the cons
quences for the calculation of best estimates and error b
and for the detection of ‘‘structures’’ in the profiles are.

II. THE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD METHOD

The basis of the TS spectral analysis is fitting the exp
mentally obtained spectra to a theoretical expression, kn
as the ‘‘Mattioli spectrum.’’15 This expression is given in
e.g., Refs. 8 and 16. It has a complex dependence onTe , but
is linear inne :

SMattioli~l,ne ,Te!5nef ~l,Te!. ~1!

Here,l is the wavelength. The problem is to fit the Mattio
function to the measured intensitiesI i5I (l i) ~the index i
refers to the available pixels in the wavelength direction, i
Downloaded 05 Sep 2003 to 130.206.11.122. Redistribution subject to 
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it enumerates the wavelength channels that remain after
carding the channels that are not used in the posterior an
sis, such as those corresponding to the notch filter!. The
probability distribution of the measured intensitiesI i is as-
sumed to be a Poisson distribution with mean^I i&.

17 Section
III will discuss the conversion of the measured counts toI i .
As noted in the Introduction, the fit implied in Eq.~1! really
is a one-parameter nonlinear fit, sincene can be found from
the integral ofI i over all available pixels~in other words, it
is just a normalization constant!. Indeed this is a recom
mended standard practice for stabilizing fits of this kind.18

We will now apply the ML method14,18 to this fitting
problem. Note that the ML method converges to the stand
least-squares method when the statistics tend to Gaus
~i.e., at high photon counts!. For each spatial position, w
obtain a measured spectrumI i as a function ofl i . We define
the logarithmic likelihood that this distribution correspon
to a Mattioli distribution with parametersne , Te , as

L5(
i

log@P$I i ,E~ I i !%#, ~2!

whereP$I i ,E(I i)% is the probability to obtain the measure
ment I i , given the theoretical Mattioli spectral value o
E(I i)5SMattioli(l i ,ne ,Te); here ‘‘E’’ is the expected value
operator. The probabilityP can be estimated since the ph
toelectron counts are distributed according to a Poisson
tribution:

P$I i ,E~ I i !%5
E~ I i !

I i

G~ I i11!
exp@2E~ I i !#, ~3!

whereG is the gamma function; Eq.~3! is the generalized
Poisson probability distribution. Thus, using Eqs.~2! and~3!
we can evaluateL from the spectral data for any given com
bination ofne andTe . However, as stated before,ne is not a
free parameter. For every choice ofTe , we find the corre-
sponding value ofne from the normalization requirement:

(
i

I i5(
i

SMattioli~l i ,ne ,Te!5ne(
i

f ~l i ,Te!. ~4!

Imposing this normalization, the likelihood function must b
modified accordingly. The probability of obtaining a give
measurement is now equal to the following conditional pro
ability:

Pcond$I i ,E~ I i !%5P$I i ,E~ I i !%/PH(
i

I i5(
i

E~ I i !J ~5!

so that the logarithmic likelihood function becomes:

L5(
i

log@Pcond$I i ,E~ I i !%#1 logFPH(
j

I j5(
j

E~ I j !J G .
~6!

Note that, due to the Poisson distribution of the photoel
trons:

PH(
i

I i5(
i

E~ I i !J 5
E~Ntot!

Ntot

G~Ntot11!
exp@2E~Ntot!#, ~7!

whereNtot5(iIi andE(Ntot)5(iE(Ii). From Eq.~4! it follows
that E(Ntot)5Ntot , by definition, so that Eq.~7! does not
depend onTe . Thus determining the maximum ofL using
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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Eq. ~6! or Eq.~2! will give the same results, and we will us
Eq. ~2! in the following for simplicity.

Next, we maximize the value ofL as a function ofTe in
order to obtain the most likely value ofTe . Since the prob-
ability distribution Eq.~3! is normalized correctly, the valu
of L obtained is a direct quantifier of the likelihood itself.

The error in the fit parameterTe is obtained by finding
those values ofTe above and below the maximum likelihoo
value Te(Lmax) for which L5Lmax20.5 ~while keepingne

fixed at its maximum likelihood value!. In this way, the ‘‘one
s’’ or 68.27% confidence interval is found, which correct
converges to the definition of standard error at high pho
electron counts. However, at low photoelectron counts,
function L(Te) is asymmetric, and so are the error ba
Since the fit function~the Mattioli spectrum! is linear in the
density, any asymmetry of the error bars that depends~only!
on the density is entirely due to the Poisson statistics of
analyzed data; this observation provides a useful diagno
to determine whether Poisson statistics are indeed impo
or not.

As with Te , the error inne is obtained by finding those
values ofne above and below the maximum likelihood valu
ne(Lmax) for which L5Lmax20.5 ~while keepingTe fixed at
its maximum likelihood value!. The error inne is mainly
determined by the number of photoelectrons contained
each spectrum, as can be seen from Eq.~4!. Thus the error in
ne can also be estimated as follows. TakeNtot5(iIi as the
mean of a Poisson distribution. The confidence limits of t
Poisson distribution are then translated into the confide
limits of ne by applying a scaling factor equal tone /Ntot .

8

This procedure will give essentially the same results for
confidence limits ofne .

Thus the origin of the negative bias inTe when applying
the traditional fitting method can be understood. The tra
tional fitting method assumes a symmetric~Gaussian! distri-
bution of photon counts around the mean. This is correc
high photon intensities~e.g., near the center of the spectru
at sufficient density!, but at low intensities~near the edge o
the spectrum! the distribution has a much longer positive ta
since it follows the Poisson distribution. Therefore the M
method assigns a higher probability to wider spectra in the
procedure, which in turn leads to higher temperatures, at
given density. In conclusion, the LS fitting method leads t
bias in theTe estimate which is especially significant at lo
density.

III. THE DETECTION PROCESS AND DATA
STATISTICS

This section is divided into two parts. In the first pa
the photon detection process, the amplification of the im
intensifier, the smoothing effect of the instrument functio
and the final read-out of counts will be discussed from
viewpoint of statistics. In the second part the statistical c
sequences of the spectral fit procedure will be discussed

A. Photon detection, amplification, the instrument
function, and statistics

The TV detector basically works in the following wa
The scattered photons hit the cathode of the image intens
Downloaded 05 Sep 2003 to 130.206.11.122. Redistribution subject to 
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and release electrons. These primary electrons are multip
using a microchannel plate~MCP!. After acceleration, the
resulting electrons produce an intensified image on the
put screen. The intensifier output screen is imaged onto
charge coupled device~CCD! chip of the detector using
lenses. The noise on this output image is determined by
quantum efficiency of the photocathode and by the amp
cation process in the MCP. To good approximation, b
noise sources obey Poisson statistics. The number of
tected photons and their corresponding shot noise can
determined using an effective intensifier efficiency, whi
takes account of both noise sources.

Each pixel of the two-dimensional CCD camera ima
corresponds to a surface area on the input side of the im
intensifier, with pixels of sizeDl and Dz in the l and z
directions, respectively. The pixels are labeled by indic
( i , j ). A pixel area on the image intensifier receiv
Nscatt( i , j ) photons, resulting in a number of detected ph
tons, or photoelectrons, equal toNg( i , j ), which is related to
Nscatt( i , j ) by the mentioned effective intensifier efficienc
The noise onNg is of the Poisson type due to the fact that t
detection of these photons is a counting process of mutu
uncorrelated events, such that the noise amplitude is equ
ANg.19 The corresponding pixel on the CCD then gives of
signal~‘‘counts’’ ! with amplitudeNcts( i , j ). When the instru-
ment function is ad function and there are no other signifi
cant noise sources in the device, we have the follow
simple relationship due to the linearity8 of the transmission
of the various detector parts:

Ncts~ i , j !5Q0Ng~ i , j !, ~8!

whereQ0 takes account of the detection efficiencies and g
factors of the camera. In other words,Q0 is the net detector
gain for an ideal~d-function! instrument function and with-
out CCD background noise.

However, in reality the instrument function is not ad
function. This means that the detected photoelectrons
‘‘smeared out’’ over the CCD camera. As a consequence,
CCD image is less noisy than the originalNg( i , j ) distribu-
tion. This effect introduces a pixel-to-pixel correlation th
must be taken into account in the error analysis of the C
image.~In the framework of the LS method, this effect ca
be accounted for by the method given in e.g., Ref. 20,
since we are applying the ML method we will apply a d
ferent technique here.! The instrument function gives th
probability that a photon, corresponding to a certain posit
on the image intensifier, is detected at another position on
CCD camera. This probability distribution can be appro
mated by a Gaussian.~The actual, measured, functionpg has
somewhat higher ‘‘tails.’’16! Expressing it in pixel units
( i , j )5(l/Dl,z/Dz):

pg~ i , j !5
1

2pslsz
expF2

i 2

2sl
2 2

j 2

2sz
2G , ~9!

where i and j are continuous variables measuring the d
tance to the photon impact point in pixel units, andsl and
sz are the widths of the instrument function in both dire
tions in pixel units. Note that this instrument function is u
derstood to be a ‘‘total’’ instrument function, describing ho
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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an initial point-like light source at the intensifier cathode
imaged on the CCD, including all optical effects. The nu
ber of counts received in a ‘‘bin’’ consisting ofml3mz pix-
els is

Ncts
bin5Q0E

k
E

l
E

i 50

ml E
j 50

mz
pg~ i 2k, j 2 l !Ng~k,l !d jdidldk.

~10!

Whenpg is a Gaussian as above, andNg(k,l ) is assumed to
vary very little within the width of the instrument functio
and the bin size, we obtain, approximately:

Ncts
bin5Q0mlmzNg . ~11!

Due to Poisson statistics, we have var@Ng#>Ng . The vari-
ance ofNcts

bin can be understood by considering two limitin
cases:

var@Ncts
bin#5mlmz«

21Q0
2mlmzNg

3H 1 ~slsz!1! ~a!

mlmz /4pslsz ~mlmz /slsz!1! ~b!
.

~12!

In case~a!, the instrument function is very narrow with re
spect to the pixel size, so that the counts in individual pix
are independent; thus summing counts fromml3mz pixels
is equivalent to summingml3mz statistically independen
variables with meanQ0Ng and varianceQ0

2Ng . In case~b!,
the instrument function is much wider than the bin size,
that the information of all pixels within the bin is statistical
dependent. In this limit, the variance of a single pixel
equal to Q0

2Ng times the integral~over all space! of the
square of the instrument function, i.e., 1/4pslsz , so that the
variance of ml3mz pixels is Ng(Q0mlmz)

2/4pslsz .
Background noise is modeled by a zero-mean random v
able with a Gaussian distribution and amplitude«, expressed
in units of counts per pixel. Taking into account symme
requirements for the functional form, Eq.~12! can be written:

var@Ncts
bin#>mlmz«

21Q0
2mlmzNgg~sl /ml!g~sz /mz!.

~13!

The exact functional form ofg(s/m) is derived in Appendix
A. Note that Eq.~13! describes the effect of smoothing b
the instrument function, amplification by the image inten
fier, and binning of the pixels only; the statistical cons
quences of fitting Mattioli spectra will be discussed in t
next section.

To check that the functiong(s/m) provides a correct
description of these effects, a 2D numerical simulation w
performed. This simulation consisted of generating an ar
of 100031000 Poisson-distributed numbers~this fine grid
being an approximation to the continuous distribution of
coming photoelectrons, such that 535 subgrid elements re
ceiveNg ‘‘photoelectrons’’!, smoothing these spatially with
Gaussian weight function, down-sampling the result to
2003200 grid~i.e., pixels!, multiplying the result by a factor
(Q0), and binning the pixels. From the variance of the o
tained pixel data, normalized byNcts

bin andQ0 , we recovered
the factor g. Comparing these numerical results with t
exact expression ofg(s/m) ~cf. Appendix A!, we found that
Downloaded 05 Sep 2003 to 130.206.11.122. Redistribution subject to 
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the latter indeed provides an accurate description of the
tistical behavior of the data in the studied parameter ra
~as shown in Fig. 1!.

Strictly speaking, the distribution ofNcts
bin is not that of a

Poisson variable multiplied by a constant, due to the con
lution with the instrument function@Eq. ~10!#. However, in
our case the instrument function is very narrow with resp
to the pixel size, and thereforeNcts

bin is very close to obeying
such a scaled Poisson distribution.19 Thus the variableNcts

bin

can be mapped to a variableNg nearly obeying a Poisson
distribution ~with a standard deviation ofANg) through
Ncts

bin5QeffNg . One obtains:

Qeff[
var@Ncts

bin#

Ncts
bin 5

«2

Q0Ng
1Q0g~sl /ml!g~sz /mz!.

~14!

In the rest of the article, we will ignore the background no
«, which generally is negligible in practice~e.g., for camera 1
at TEXTOR, the rms noise of the CCD cameras is about62
counts, corresponding to less than 0.01 detected photo!.
Furthermore, in the following it is assumed that the data
the CCD image has been corrected for background off
perspective effect, and relative sensitivity.8 Recall that Eq.
~14! is based on the assumption thatNg does not vary much
in an area of sizemlmz—therefore Eq.~14! cannot be ex-
pected to hold whenmlmz approaches the scale of glob
spectral and spatial variations of the CCD image. In fact,
inhomogeneous illumination of the detector will, to first o
der, lead to an additional term proportional tomlmz ~cf.
Appendix A!.

It follows that, when the counts in each bin are mul
plied by a factor 1/Qeff , the result is a Poisson-like variabl
Ng5I i . It may be shown~see Appendix B for a derivation!
that in this case the following parameter must be equal to

Rfit~z!5(
i 51

Ni

@ I i2E~ I i !#
2Y (

i 51

Ni

E~ I i !. ~15!

This quantity is evaluated for each individual spectru
~i.e., at each spatial positionz along the viewing chord!, and
then an averagêRfit& is computed by averaging over a

FIG. 1. Comparison ofg(x) ~the relative variance of smoothed and binne
Poisson variables! as a function ofx5s/m, and the exact expression~see
text and Appendix A!, with simulation parametersNg510, Q0510, «50,
1<ml3mz<100, and 1<sl3sz<100. Clearly, the exact expression
quite accurate over a wide parameter range.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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spectra. This reasoning can also be inverted:Qeff can be
determined experimentally by requirinĝRfit&51. In this
way, the device parametersQ0 andslsz[s2 that appear in
Eq. ~14! can be determined experimentally from a fit of E
~14! to the curveQeff(mlmz). Figure 2 shows examples fo
simulated data. Here, a typical photoelectron distribution
the image intensifier, corresponding to smoothTe and ne

profiles, was simulated, which was then smoothed by
Gaussian instrument function with widths ~a more detailed
description of the simulation is given in the Sec. IV!. The
resulting distribution of counts was binned with certain v
ues forml andmz , converted toNg usingQeff51, and fitted
to Mattioli spectra. Then,̂Rfit& was determined, as well a
the standard deviation ofRfit ~from the variation ofRfit over
the availablez positions!. Next, Qeff was set equal to the
obtained value of̂ Rfit& @cf. Eq. ~B7!#. If one would now
recomputê Rfit& using this new value ofQeff , it would be
precisely 1@cf. Eq. ~B8!#. The error inQeff is then equal to
the standard deviation inRfit mentioned above. This whol
procedure was repeated for various different choices ofml

andmz , and Eq.~14! was fit to the curveQeff(mlmz), taking
into account the experimental error inQeff . The values ofQ0

ands obtained from this fit were found to be in reasonab
agreement with the input valuesQ0 ands of the simulation
~cf. Fig. 2!, showing that this analysis method permits t
experimental determination of these parameters. In Sec.
examples of this analysis using experimental data will
shown.

Summarizing the above, we have a method to determ
the device parametersQ0 and s, which is done by binning
the data and studyingQeff as a function of the bin size. Natu
rally, this method is only useful when the values for t
binning (m) can be chosen approximately in the range
,s/m,1 ~cf. Fig. 1!, i.e., such that one is not on one of th
asymptotes ofg(s/m). Thus when designing a TV Thomso
Scattering system, this is a good motivation for choosing
pixel size of the same order as the resolution of the detec
s5full width at half maximum/2.355. The method can
principle be applied to any individual CCD image, but t
device parametersQ0 and s should be essentially invarian
in time, so this instrument calibration procedure needs o
to be performed once in a while. This calibration method h

FIG. 2. Experimental determination ofQeff(mlmz) from the requirement
^Rfit&51, for simulated data withQ0510 ands51 ~upper curve!, andQ0

510 ands52 ~lower curve!, along with a fit to Eq.~14!.
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the considerable advantage that the statistical characteri
of the whole rather complex detection system16 are summa-
rized by an amplification factor (Q0) and a smoothing pa
rameter ~s!, which can be determined experimentally f
each shot from the data itself, provided of course that
background is subtracted correctly. No further calibration
required for determination of the temperature~provided
wavelength and relative calibrations are well performed!,8

although an additional calibration factor remains necess
for the density. We emphasize the importance of the cor
determination ofQ0 , since it determines both the electro
density itself and the size of the confidence limits on t
electron density and temperature.

B. Conversion of detected counts and spectral fit

The next step in the data analysis is to fit Mattioli spec
to the experimental data using the ML technique of Sec.
The confidence limits of this fit are governed by the info
mation contained in a wholel-array of data, which is statis
tically equivalent to applying a ‘‘bin’’ of size max(ml)—the
total number of pixels in thel direction. Thus to obtain the
correct confidence limits, Eq.~14! must be applied using
ml5max(ml). In our case, the maximum value ofml is so
large~of the order of 350! that it may effectively be set equa
to infinity. Therefore to convertNcts

bin to Ng
bin in such a manner

that the resulting quantityNg
bin5Ncts

bin/Q1 , upon further
analysis, yields the correct confidence limits, one m
choose:

Q15Q0g~sz /mz!. ~16!

Note that traditionally,Qeff has been used to convertNcts
bin to

Ng
bin , instead ofQ1 . This means that traditionally, the erro

bars in the profiles have been underestimated by a fa
AQeff /Q1. Finally, note that binning the data in thez direc-
tion prior to analysis results in net information loss becau
the spatial resolution is reduced by a factormz , while the
statistics per fit are only improved by a facto
Q1(mz)/Q1(1),mz for mz.1. Binning in thez direction is
therefore only useful as a means to suppress CCD noise
should never be used with the intention of improving t
statistics of the fits. On the other hand, binning in thel
direction reduces pixel noise without information loss~pro-
vided the bins are sufficiently small to allow for a reliable
of the spectrum!. With the ML fitting method described in
this article, the quality of the fit is essentially independent
the binning applied~except when pixel noise is important!.

IV. MONTE CARLO TEST OF THE DATA ANALYSIS
METHOD

The fit procedure described in the previous sections w
tested by means of a Monte Carlo simulation, intended
simulate the photon detection process as accurately as
sible. The simulation starts by defining smooth profiles
ne(z) and Te(z) along the viewing chord (z). Using the
theoretical expression of the spectra, Eq.~1!, the correspond-
ing two-dimensional spectral imageS(l,z) is computed. The
distributionS is normalized and used as a probability dist
bution to distribute a finite number of photoelectrons,N, on
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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the area of the image intensifier of the detector. This pho
electron distribution is then smoothed to simulate the eff
of the instrument function withsl5sz5s51 @cf. Eq. ~9!#.
Account is taken of the fact that the distribution of incomi
photoelectrons is continuous in space, whereas the pixels
discrete, by applying a fine subgrid for the distribution
photoelectrons. Then, an amplificationQ0 is applied and the
resulting distribution of counts is subjected to the sa
analysis as the experimental data to recover the original
files: the pixels are binned (ml3mz5333) and somel
intervals are rejected~mainly the laser frequency and theHa

emission line!. Finally, the conversion factorQ1 of Sec. III B
is used to convert the resulting counts to Poisson varia
with correct variances, and the data are fitted to the theo
ical expression of the spectrum using the ML method
scribed in Sec. II.

This whole process is repeated a large number of tim
(M ) for a given amount of photoelectrons,N. The only dif-
ference between these repeated executions of the proce
the initialization of the random generator that distributes
N incoming photoelectrons over the detector. The varianc
the resulting profiles is therefore a direct measure of the e
caused by the photoelectron statistics and the detection
cess. The standard deviation~i.e., the square root of the var
ance! should thus be approximately the same as half the c
fidence interval calculated using the method of the previ
sections.

FIG. 3. ~a! Comparison between the variance of the reconstructedTe pro-
files obtained fromM5100 Monte Carlo simulations~dots!, and half the
average confidence interval of the reconstructed profiles~line!. The simula-
tions are forN52.104 photoelectrons~part of which are rejected!. ~b! The
same for thene profile.
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The comparison between the Monte Carlo standard
viation and the confidence limits shown in Fig. 3 demo
strates that the estimates of the confidence limits are q
accurate. Some numerical results are provided in Table I.
find that the confidence limits agree with the Monte Ca
standard deviation within about 2%~for M5100), i.e., the
error bar is determined with an accuracy of about 2%. It h
been checked that this statement remains valid for higher
lower densities~quantified in the simulation viaN, cf. Table
I!, and for other choices of the simulation paramet
Q0 ,sl ,sz ,ml , andmz .

V. CONSEQUENCES OF THE DATA ANALYSIS
METHOD

In this section, the consequences of applying the n
data analysis method described in the previous sections
TS profile reconstruction will be discussed. A few examp
are presented. It should be noted that the analysis of exp
mental data differs from the analysis of simulated data in
sense that the theoretical Mattioli spectra are multiplied b
wavelength- and position-dependent calibration fac
Crel(l,z), to account for the optical transmission of the d
tection system.8

Figure 4 shows a comparison between the results
tained by the LS and the ML analysis methods. The analy
is done using TEXTOR data, and for the purpose of t
comparison both methods apply the same value ofQ1 . In
this way the comparison highlights the differences betwe
the two analysis methods under the same conditions
should be noted, however, that the LS method has tradit
ally been applied usingQeff instead ofQ1 , which leads to an
additional underestimate of the error bars of about 20%. T
bias of the LS fitting method with respect to the~unbiased!
ML method is illustrated by the example shown in Figs. 4~a!
and 4~b!. The bias in the LS electron temperature is of t
order of210% and does not appear to depend very much
density. The confidence limits of the ML method are al
larger than the corresponding error estimates of the
method, for the reasons mentioned in the previous secti

TABLE I. Results from Monte Carlo simulations. The number of simu
tions performed per listed result isM5100. Simulation parameters:Q0

510 and«50. N is the total number of photoelectrons on the whole det
tor area used in the simulation. The width of the instrument function
specified thoughsl andsz , while the binning is given byml andmz . The
last two columns give the ratio of the Monte Carlo variation of the profi
and half the ML confidence limit, averaged over thene and Te profiles,
respectively. The fact that these numbers are very close to 1 indicates
the calculation of the confidence limits is quite accurate~the maximum
deviation being about 2.5%!.

N sl sz ml mz 2sMC(ne)/CL(ne) 2sMC(Te)/CL(Te)

2.104 1 1 1 1 1.0059 1.0202
2.105 1 1 1 1 1.0116 1.0259
2.106 1 1 1 1 1.0174 1.0259
2.107 1 1 1 1 1.0136 1.0111
2.105 1 1 4 4 1.0003 1.0186
2.105 2 2 1 1 0.9770 1.0033
2.105 2 2 4 4 0.9757 1.0051
2.105 2 2 1 4 0.9749 1.0039
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the maximum likelihood~ML ! and least-squares~LS! fitting methods, based on the analysis of a TEXTOR discharge. The same
of Q1 was used in both methods, so that the differences shown are purely due to the differences in the analysis methods.~a! Reconstructed temperatures fo
the two methods, showing the bias of the LS method~about210%). ~b! Ratio of ML and LS reconstructed temperature vs density.~c! Ratio of half the ML
confidence interval and the LS error bar vs density.~d! Asymmetry of the confidence limits using the ML method@i.e., (Te

hi2Te)/(Te2Te
lo)] vs electron

density. As expected, the asymmetry~due to non-Gaussian statistics! is important at low densities, but even at relatively high densities it does not disap
confirming that the ML method should always be applied to avoid biasing the results.
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In fact, the difference in the error bar estimates is about 1
on average—not counting the additional 20% due to the
correct use ofQeff @Fig. 4~c!#. Finally, Fig. 4~d! shows the
asymmetry of the confidence limits onTe as a function of
ne . As expected, the asymmetry becomes more pronoun
at low density, which is when the effect of Poisson statist
~i.e., an asymmetric probability distribution! is stronger.
However, as explained in Sec. II, the effect of this asymm
ric probability distribution of individual counts on the fina
error bars does not disappear completely when the dens
increased~as one might naively expect!—clearly indicating
that one should always apply the ML method for the analy
to avoid biasing the results.

VI. STATISTICAL TEST FOR THE EXISTENCE OF
STRUCTURES

Once the confidence limits of the Thomson scatter
profiles $ne ,Te% are evaluated accurately, one is able to t
whether fluctuations on thene and Te profiles—as seen in
Fig. 4~a!—are significant or merely due to statistical fluctu
tions. For this purpose we have developed a statistical
Assume that we know the ‘‘real’’ profiles, and denote the
‘‘real’’ profiles by $n̄e ,T̄e%. For these ‘‘real’’ profiles, we
define the followingx2 estimators:12
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L@ne~ j !,Te~ j !#2L@ne~ j !,T̄e~ j !# ~a!,

xne

2 52(
j

L@ne~ j !,Te~ j !#2L@ n̄e~ j !,Te~ j !# ~b!. ~17!

Here, j is the index of thez position along the viewing chord
and L@ne( j ),Te( j )# is the logarithmic likelihood computed
using Eq.~2!. If the structures are strictly due to photoele
tron statistics and detector noise, then thex2 estimators de-
fined in Eq.~17! should be very close toNz , whereNz is the
number of points along the viewing chord. In the followin
we shall mostly refer to thereducedxR

2 (xR
25x2/Nz), rather

thanx2 itself.
An important question is whether the ‘‘real’’ profile

contain structure or not. In order to quantify the concept
‘‘structure,’’ we introduce the numberNs , which is the num-
ber of sign-reversals in the derivative of the ‘‘real’’ profiles.
WhenNs.3, we say that the profile ‘‘has some small-sca
structure.’’ The number 3 is chosen to allow for global
large-scale profile structure, as occurs typically with hollo
profiles yieldingNs53, which we do not, however, conside
to be ‘‘small-scale’’ structure. As a side-remark, note that
number Ns can easily be related to another quantifier f
structures:Ms5 b(Ns11)/2c, which is a measure for the
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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FIG. 5. ~a! xR
2 estimators and the ‘‘number of structures’’Ns for reconstructed profiles obtained from a simulation (N52.104 photoelectrons,ml5mz51)

without any input structure.~b! Reconstructed profiles~dots! and smoothed profiles atnsm5157 (Te profile! andnsm567 (ne profile! ~continuous lines!. ~c!
Same as~a!, but with N52.105 photoelectrons. The plateau of the curves is reduced, indicating greater certainty in the determination of the ‘‘right’’ a
of smoothing.~d! Reconstructed profiles~dots! and smoothed profiles atnsm5112 (Te profile! andnsm5162 (ne profile! ~continuous lines!. The smoothed
profiles resemble the input profiles~not shown! to a large degree.
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number of ‘‘bulges’’ or ‘‘bumps’’ in the profile, correspond
ing perhaps more closely to the intuitive notion of ‘‘stru
tures.’’

Of course, in an experimental situation we do not kn
the ‘‘real’’ profiles $n̄e ,T̄e%. Therefore we have to mak
some approximation, based on the reconstructed pro
themselves. The following sections consider two possib
ties, which are easily generalized to include other metho

A. Smoothing

First, we define$n̄e ,T̄e% to be equal to$ne ,Te% after
applying a spatial smoothing filter, characterized by a ‘‘d
gree of smoothing’’nsm. We use a cosine-bell shape
smoothing filter, defined by

f ~ i !5 (
j 52J

J

w~ j ! f ~ i 1 j !, where J5 bnsm21

2 c and

w~ j !5
1

2
@11cos~2p j /nsm!#. ~18!

The smoothing must be done with care near the edges o
profile: we use a linear fit to the last 10% of the data near
edge to extrapolate beyond the data limits for the purpos
smoothing. Smoothing is equivalent to applying a low-pa
filter in k space~Fourier space!. Now, thexR

2 estimators are
a function ofnsm. In Figs. 5~a! and 5~c!, we show the values
of xR

2 as a function ofnsm for simulated data. At smallnsm,
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the value ofxR
2 is below 1 because the level of smoothing

not sufficient to remove random structures in the profiles.
very largensm, the value ofxR

2 increases because the level
smoothing is so high that the smoothed profile becomes
formed ~flattened! with respect to the input profile. The
curves show a plateau aroundxR

2'1, which indicates the
‘‘right’’ or ‘‘optimum’’ amount of smoothing. We therefore
define the ‘‘optimum’’ amount of smoothing as that value
nsm for which xR

251. However, the wider the plateau in th
xR

2 curve, the larger the uncertainty in the choice of the ‘‘o
timum’’ amount of smoothing; and the width of this platea
depends essentially on the statistics, i.e., the amount of p
toelectrons received. To illustrate this effect, we have run
simulation at two different densities~number of photoelec-
trons!. The resultingxR

2 curves are shown in Figs. 5~a! and
5~c! ~low and medium density, respectively!. When applying
the ‘‘optimum’’ amount of smoothing to the reconstructe
profiles, we obtain Figs. 5~b! and 5~d!, respectively. In Fig.
5~d!, the smoothed profiles are not only structureless,
they also correspond closely to the~known! input profiles of
the simulation. On the other hand, in Fig. 5~b!, at lower
density, some structure is apparent in the smoothed den
profile @as follows also from the value ofNs at xR

251 in Fig.
5~a!#. However, the reliability of this reconstruction is low a
is evident from Fig. 5~a!, since the plateau aroundxR

251 is
very broad, so that the ‘‘optimum’’ amount of smoothin
cannot be determined with precision. In conclusion, it a
pears that the method of selecting the degree of smoot
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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FIG. 6. ~a! xR
2 estimators for reconstructed profiles obtained from a simulation (N52.104 photoelectrons,ml5mz51) using the same input profiles as in Fig

5, multiplied by @11
1
4 cos(kz)#. Also shown in the graph is the ‘‘number of structures’’Ns in the smoothed profile. This number shows a plateau atNs

523, in agreement with the structure present in the input profiles.~b! Reconstructed profiles~dots! and smoothed profiles atnsm527 ~continuous lines!. The
input structure can be recovered reasonably well by applying a degree of smoothing corresponding to the value ofnsm for which the reducedxR

2 is 1.
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by requiring thatxR
251 is capable of recovering the ‘‘true

input profiles with a high degree of reliability,providedthe
xR

2(nsm) curve does not linger around thexR
251 level. If the

curve lingers around thexR
251 level, this is indicative that

the statistics are poor and that the results cannot be tru
Finally, we would like to draw attention to the fact that th
‘‘raw’’ ~nonsmoothed! reconstructed profiles in Figs. 5~b!
and 5~d! do show structure, in spite of the fact that the inp
profiles of the simulation are quite smooth, and that t
structure is similar in shape to the observed structure in
Downloaded 05 Sep 2003 to 130.206.11.122. Redistribution subject to 
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Thomson scattering profiles in real experiments. This sho
serve as a warning not to trust the eye as a method for
tecting structure in TS profiles.

In Fig. 6 we show the results of the same analysis
plied to a simulation with the same input profiles as in Fig.

multiplied by @11 1
4 cos(kz)# to simulate ‘‘structures’’~with

k52p/40). In Fig. 6~a! it can be seen how the value ofxR
2

51 is obtained at nearly the same value ofnsm for both
profiles—this is due to the fact that the structure has
FIG. 7. ~a! Determination of the device parametersQ0 and s for a measurement at TEXTOR, using the method of Sec. III A.~b! xR
2 estimators for the

reconstructed profiles as a function ofnsm, usingml54,mz51. Also shown in the graph is the ‘‘number of structures’’Ns in the smoothed profile. AtxR
2

51 there is still some structure in the smoothedne profile, whereas there is none in the smoothedTe profile. ~c! Reconstructed~dots! and smoothed
~continuous lines! profiles (nsm532 for thene profile, nsm592 for theTe profile!.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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same size (k) in both cases. The smoothed profiles show t
the profile structure has been recovered quite well, eve
this low density. This example shows how the technique
selecting the degree of smoothing by requiringxR

251 is well
suited to the recovery of significant profile structure. Ev
so, other techniques are possible, one of which will be d
cussed in the next section.

In Fig. 7 we present the same analysis for a TEXTO
discharge. First we determine the device parametersQ0 and
s using the method of Sec. III A@result shown in Fig. 7~a!#.
Then we select a suitable degree of binning (ml54,mz

51) and computeQ1 according to Eq.~16!: Q1541.4. Us-
ing this Q1 , we reconstruct the profiles and compute t
correspondingxR

2 @Fig. 7~b!#. Figure 7~c! shows the recon-
structed and smoothed profiles~with nsm such thatxR

2'1).
According to the definition ofNs given above, there is no
small-scale structure in the smoothedTe profile, but some
small-scale structure remains in the smoothedne profile. The
amplitude of the density fluctuations in the central plas

FIG. 8. TEXTOR density profile and smoothed profile withnsm563. The
probability that this smoothed profile describes the data well is only 0.0
By contrast, the probability that the smoothed profile presented in Fig.~c!
describes the data well is 50%~sincexR

251).
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6%.

This leads us to another approach to the problem of
termining the reality of structures: increasing the degree
smoothingnsm until no structure remains, and determinin
the probability that the ‘‘structureless’’ profile describes t
data well. Using the definition above, the profile is ess
tially ‘‘structureless’’ whenNs<3, so from Fig. 7~b! we find
nsm563 for the ne profile ~since theTe profile is already
structureless atxR

251 there is no point in doing this forTe).
Figure 8 shows the same density profile data as Fig. 7~b!
along with a smooth profile withnsm563, and indeed almos
no small-scale structure is visible in the smoothed profi
The value ofxR

2 for the density profile atnsm563 can be
read from Fig. 7~b!, and we findxR

251.36. Now, aprobabil-
ity can be assigned to this value ofxR

2 . Namely, the prob-
ability that the smoothed profile provides a reasonable
scription of the data is21

pmodel512PS 1

2
nfree,

1

2
x2D , ~19!

whereP(a,x)5g(a,x)/G(a) is the incomplete gamma func
tion, nfree is the number of degrees of freedom of the mod
~equal to the number of points of the profile!, and thex2

appearing in the equation is the nonreducedx2. In this case
we find pmodel50.06%, this being the probability that th
63-points smoothed profile describes the density profile d
well, given the confidence limits. This probability is so sm
that it is very unlikely that none of the density structures se
in the smoothed profile of Fig. 7~c! are real. These structure
are probably due, at least in part, to transmission mod
tions of the applied fiber array.6 So even if the structures ar
statistically significant, the question remains open whet
the structures are due to density fluctuations in the plas
This will be addressed in a separate publication.

Table II lists some results obtained when applying t

.

TABLE II. Analysis results for TEXTOR shots.

Shot Q0 s nsm @xR
2(ne)51# nsm @xR

2(Te)51# Ns for ne Ns for Te

87 620 14267 0.9960.04 105 117 1 1
87 622 13266 0.9760.03 46 75 3 1
87 624 14366 0.9860.03 57 48 2 3
87 643 13567 0.9860.04 48 88 7 2
87 644 14565 0.9760.03 81 108 1 1
87 646 14267 0.9960.04 39 84 9 1
87 649 14366 0.9960.04 48 54 7 3
87 650 14166 0.9760.03 44 .120 3 1
90 722 14067 0.9760.04 45 .120 7 1
90 723 14167 0.9860.04 43 .120 5 1
90 725 171614 1.0560.06 51 59 12 6
90 726 172612 1.0560.05 57 71 8 4
90 727 154610 1.0260.05 39 69 11 5
90 729 15769 1.0060.05 52 .120 6 1
90 730 14569 0.9860.04 42 64 9 3
90 732 152610 1.0260.05 42 60 9 7
90 733 15169 1.0260.05 50 111 8 2
90 735 14669 1.0060.05 81 .120 3 1
90 737 14466 0.9960.03 48 .120 3 1
90 739 16369 1.0160.05 63 .120 1 1
91 491 150611 0.9860.05 32 92 7 3
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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FIG. 9. ~a! Reconstructed TEXTOR density and temperature profiles for a shot~87649! with large ‘‘filaments’’ in the raw reconstructed profiles~highlighted!.
However, the ‘‘optimum’’ smoothed profiles (nsm548 for thene profile, nsm554 for theTe profile! indicate that little of this pronounced structure in theTe

profile is significant, although the smoothed profiles are not completely structureless.~b! Reconstructed TEXTOR density and temperature profiles for a s
~90725! with a largem52 MHD island. Here, the ‘‘optimum’’ smoothed profiles (nsm551 for thene profile, nsm559 for theTe profile! indicate that the
observed island structure in thene profile is indeed significant.
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same analysis to other TEXTOR shots. The second and t
columns giveQ0 and s, as determined from the data usin
the method of Sec. III A. The error bars listed in the table
these parameters are those returned by a standard fit rou
taking into account the error in the individual experimen
valuesQeff . The error inQ0 and s can also be estimate
from the variance between shots, leading toQ05148611
and s51.0060.02, in reasonable agreement with the in
vidual error estimates so that the variance between shots
be explained from the inaccuracy in the determination
Qeff . Q0 was also measured using a low light level lig
emitting diode~LED!. Many images of the light emitted b
the LED were recorded and the total signal, integrated o
the illuminated area, was determined. From the relative
tistical fluctuation of this signal, the value ofQ0 was deter-
mined @Q05var(signal) /̂ signal&#. We found Q05209
640, in agreement with the values ofQ0 listed in Table II.
The tabulated value ofs is also in excellent agreement wit
the known resolution of the device. The fourth and fifth c
umns give the amount of smoothing needed to getxR

251 for
both profiles. The last two columns of the table give t
number of structuresNs for the reconstructed profiles, whe
smoothed such thatxR

251. Recall that we considerNs.3 to
be indicative of the existence of significant small-scale str
ture.

From the last column of Table II we deduce that for t
analyzed TEXTOR shots, the small-scale structures in
electron temperature profile are rarely significant. The f
shots that haveNs.3 are characterized by large MHD stru
tures ~see below!. More frequently, significant structure i
apparent in the density profile. It should be noted that th
discharges were specially selected for having notable~large
amplitude! structures in the raw profiles. Figure 9~a! shows
an example of the reconstructed profiles for this series.
smoothed profiles show little structure, in spite of the la
apparent structure in the raw profiles. Figure 9~b! shows the
reconstructed profiles for another discharge~90725!, where a
largem52 MHD island is present. In this case, the structu
in the density profile, associated with the symmetric isla
is clearly significant. The corresponding flattening of t
temperature profile, at the island location, is also visible
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similar situation occurs with discharge 90732, which also h
significant structure in the temperature profile according
Table II. This structure is also associated with an MH
island.

B. Wavelet filtering

Another way to estimate the ‘‘real’’ profiles$n̄e ,T̄e%
from the experimental profiles$ne ,Te% is the following.
Compute the discrete wavelet transform of$ne ,Te%, yielding
wavelet coefficients$an ,aT%. Select some wavelet coeffi
cients~setting the remaining coefficients to zero!. Then com-
pute the inverse wavelet transform of$an ,aT%, yielding an

approximation to$n̄e ,T̄e%. When the wavelet coefficients ar
normalized so that theL2-norm is conserved, then selectin
thenw wavelet coefficients with the largest absolute value
equivalent to selecting the most prominent structures in
profile ~regardless of the width of these structures!. Thus this

method for estimating$n̄e ,T̄e% is fundamentally different
from the smoothing method used above. While the smoo
ing method selects structures according to theirwidth ~i.e.,
the size of theirk vector!, the wavelet method selects stru
tures according to theirintegrated amplitude~power!. It can
be argued that this is a better way to estimate the ‘‘re

profiles $n̄e ,T̄e%, since it involves no bias towards smallk
values. However, it should be realized that wavelet analy
favors structures that have a similar shape as the analy
wavelet.

We have tested this procedure with a variety of differe
wavelets. For simplicity, we will show results for one wav
let type only, although the results do depend somewhat
the wavelet type chosen. We have selected the Lema
Meyer–Battle wavelet since it is differentiable and has
form of a pulse~similar to a ‘‘Mexican hat;’’ algorithms are
described in e.g., Ref. 21!, and defined the transform suc
that it does indeed conserve theL2 norm. The data arrays
~the profiles! are padded symmetrically with zeroes so th
the padded array consists of 2m data points, thus facilitating
the discrete transform. Figure 10~a! shows thexR

2 estimators
as a function of the number of wavelet coefficients kept~for
the same discharge as in the previous section, and withml
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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FIG. 10. ~a! xR
2 estimators for the reconstructed profiles as a function ofnw ~for the same TEXTOR shot as in Fig. 7!. The discontinuous shape of the curve

is due to the discrete nature of the wavelet transform.~b! Reconstructed~dots! and filtered~continuous lines! profiles (nw517 for thene profile, nw510 for
the Te profile!.
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54,mz51). Figure 10~b! shows the reconstructed and fi
tered profiles using the number of wavelet coefficients
which xR

251 in Fig. 10~a!.
Comparing Figs. 7~c! and 10~b!, one observes that th

wavelet method allows for more fine-scale structure in
filtered profiles, which is natural since there is no selection
small k as is the case with the smoothing procedure. Sta
tically speaking, the smoothed and filtered profiles of Fi
7~c! and 10~b! are equally likely to be close to the ‘‘real
plasma profiles, since they yield the same values ofxR

2 .
Figure 11 shows the smoothed and filtered density profi
taken from Figs. 7~c! and 10~b!, in the same graph. Devia
tions between the two profiles indicate statistical uncerta
ties in the reconstruction that are impossible to resolve,
to the fact that we have no criterion to decide which of t
two methods provides a better approximation to the ‘‘tru
profiles—because the physical origin of the structures is
known.

The above suggests that the smoothing method prov
a conservative and relatively reliable method for analyz
structure~cf. Fig. 11! because all structure that is visible
the smoothed profile is also present in the profile filte
using wavelets, whereas the reverse is not the case. Eve
these methods only provide information in a statistical sen
and the reliability of the recovery of individual structure
should not be overemphasized.

FIG. 11. Comparison of ‘‘optimal’’ reconstructed density profiles~such that
xR

251) using the smoothing and wavelet methods. Structures that appe
both profiles may correspond to ‘‘true’’ structures in the plasma.
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VII. DISCUSSION

The analysis of Thomson scattering data in fusion
vices requires paying careful attention to the statistical pr
erties of the data due to the low signal intensities. In parti
lar, the analysis should be based on Poisson statistics fo
photoelectron probability distribution, for which the max
mum likelihood method is suitable. Proper account must a
be taken of the effect of the instrument function and d
binning procedures on the statistics of the resulting spec
The present article shows how all these effects can be un
stood and correctly taken into account. The analysis is s
consistent and permits the experimental determination of
smoothing effect of the instrument function and the effect
signal amplification from the data themselves, provided
pixel size of the detector is of the order of the width of t
instrument function, which is the case for the TV Thoms
scattering systems studied. This procedure allows shot
shot calibration of the Thomson scattering setup. As a c
sequence, precise confidence limits can be defined for
reconstructed TS profiles.

Based on the confidence limits, statistical tests have b
designed to clarify whether the small-scale structure tha
usually seen on TS profiles is significant or not. These
are based on approximating the ‘‘true’’ profiles by applying
filter to the experimental profiles~exemplified in this article
by smoothing or wavelet filtering techniques!, and comput-
ing the corresponding reducedxR

2 . Here, a simple algorith-
mic definition of the ‘‘number of structures’’Ns in a filtered
profile was very useful. In one approach, the ‘‘most pro
able’’ reconstructed filtered profile was estimated by requ
ing xR

251, which is then either inspected visually for th
presence of structure, or for whichNs is evaluated. In an-
other approach, the ‘‘number of structures’’Ns is reduced to
a certain lower limit, and then the probability that the resu
ing profile provides a good description of the data is co
puted from xR

2 . None of these filtering methods is com
pletely free from bias, and each will tend to stress a cert
type of structure. Therefore structures that survive using
filtering method but not with another may be considered l
robust than structures that survive using various filters wit
different bias.

The conclusion we reach for reconstructed profiles
in
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TEXTOR is that some of the small-scale structure seen
the density profiles is significant after applying a variety
tests~Secs. VI A and VI B!. On the other hand, the smal
scale structure seen on the raw temperature profile does
appear to be significant in general~with the exception of
structure due to large MHD effects!. This does not imply,
however, that small-scale structures on the temperature
not exist, it just means that they cannot be resolved with
present-day state-of-the-art TVTS devices, similar to t
discussed here. Attempting to resolve the structure~by reduc-
ing the confidence limits! would require increasing the lase
power and/or detection efficiency of the device, to impro
signal statistics. The present work provides a method to c
pute the requirements of any possible future TS device
pable of resolving small-scale structures on temperature
files, namely, via numerical simulation of the data analy
procedure.

The statistically significant structures observed on
density profile may still in part be due to modulations in lig
transmission of the fiber array. This topic will be address
in a separate publication. The presented analysis techn
will also be applied to data from other TVTS systems that
not have this complication~RTP, TJ-II!.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF g „x …

We will derive the functiong(x), which describes the
relative variance of counts in a bin~of sizem) of the detector
as a function of the relative width of a Gaussian instrum
function (x5s/m), in a one-dimensional situation~easily
generalized to the more realistic case of two dimensio!.
The starting point is a homogeneous distribution of incom
photoelectrons,n(y)5n0 , i.e., the photoelectron density pe
unit length. This distribution is smoothed by the instrume
function, which basically gives the probability that a photo
impacting at positiony, is detected at a positionz5y1D:

p~D!5
1

A2ps
expF2D2

2s2 G . ~A1!

The number of counts corresponding to a bin of sizem is
then

Ncts
bin5E

2`

` E
0

m

n~y!p~z2y!dzdy5mn0 . ~A2!

Next, we estimate the variance ofNcts
bin . The variance of then

photoelectrons arriving on a unit length section at the de
tor input is var@n#5n, due to Poisson statistics. The cont
bution of this variance per unit length to the variance of
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counts corresponding to the bin is obtained by summing
contributions of each individual variance multiplied by th
square of the weight factor:22

var@Ncts
bin#5E

2`

`

n~y!H E
0

m

p~z2y!dzJ 2

dy

5n0E
2`

` H E
0

m

p~z2y!dzJ 2

dy. ~A3!

This equation can be simplified through the substitutionsz8
5z/m,y85y/m, andx5s/m:

var@Ncts
bin#

5mn0

1

2px2 E
2`

` H E
0

1

expF2~z82y8!2

2x2 Gdz8J 2

dy8.

~A4!

Finally, by definitiong(x)5var@Ncts
bin#/Ncts

bin , so that we ob-
tain:

g~x!5
1

2px2 E
2`

` H E
0

1

expF2~z82y8!2

2x2 Gdz8J 2

dy8.

~A5!

There is no simple analytical expression for this function, b
it is easily evaluated numerically due to rapid convergence
the integrand. Of course, Eq.~A5! satisfies the limiting be-
havior described by Eq.~12!, i.e.,

g~x! →
x→`

1

A4px
,

lim
x↓0

g~x!51. ~A6!

Note that Eqs.~A2! and~A3! can easily be generalized to th
case of nonhomogeneous illumination by selecting the
propriate distribution forn(y). As a final remark, the func-
tion g(x) derived here affects the statistics of any pixe
based~imaging! photon counting device~not just Thomson
scattering devices!, when the width of the instrument func
tion is larger than about one-tenth of the bin size~cf. Fig. 1!.

APPENDIX B: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF A CCD
IMAGE

We consider the counts received on a CCD detector.
pixels ~or bins! are labeled by a single indexi for this analy-
sis, irrespective of whether we are dealing with one or t
spatial dimensions. The number of counts received in p
~or bin! numberi is Ncts

bin( i ), but for brevity we shall refer to
this quantity asN( i ) in this Appendix. The distribution of
N( i ) is probabilistic around an expectation valueE@N( i )#.
Note thatE@N( i )# is a function of the indexi to allow for
inhomogeneous illumination of the CCD camera.

The probability distributionPCCD of the counts on a se
lected area of the CCD chip is then

PCCD~N!5
1

Npix
(
i 51

Npix

P$N,E@N~ i !#%, ~B1!
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where i runs over allNpix pixels ~or bins! in the area. We
assume thatP$N,E@N( i )#% is a scaled Poisson distribution
for eachi , with a constant scaling factor (Qeff). Thus

P$N,E@N~ i !#%5
1

Qeff
PPoisS N

Qeff
,
E@N~ i !#

Qeff
D , ~B2!

where the~generalized! Poisson distribution is

PPois@X,E~X!#5
E~X!X

G~X11!
exp@2E~X!#. ~B3!

With this assumption, we can compute the following tw
statistical moments of the distributionPCCD(N):

^N&[E
0

`

NPCCD~N!dN

5
1

Npix
(
i 51

Npix E
0

`

NP$N,E@N~ i !#%dN

5
Qeff

Npix
(
i 51

Npix E
0

`

N8PPois~N8,E@N~ i !#/Qeff%dN8

5
1

Npix
(
i 51

Npix

E@N~ i !#5^E~N!&. ~B4!

Thus the mean value of the measured counts^N&, taken over
the selected area, is equal to the mean value of the exp
tion values. But

^~N2^N&!2&

5E
0

`

N2PCCD~N!dN2^N&2

5
1

Npix
(
i 51

Npix E
0

`

N2P$N,E@N~ i !#%dN2^N&2

5
Qeff

2

Npix
(
i 51

Npix E
0

`

N82PPois$N8,E@N~ i !#/Qeff%dN8

2^N&25
Qeff

2

Npix
(
i 51

Npix S E@N~ i !#

Qeff
1

E@N~ i !#2

Qeff
2 D 2^N&2

5Qeff^N&2^N&21
1

Npix
(
i 51

Npix

E@N~ i !#2

5Qeff^N&2^N&21^E~N!2&. ~B5!

This means that the second moment of the detected co
depends onQeff , and we deduce that

^N2&5^E~N!2&1Qeff^N& ~B6!
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Qeff5
^N2&2^E~N!2&

^N&
5

^@N2E~N!#2&

^N&
~B7!

and, sinceN5QeffNg :

15
^@Ng2E~Ng!#2&

^Ng&
~B8!

which is equal to Eq.~15!. These equalities are evident fo
E@N( i )#5constant, due to the properties of the Poisson d
tribution, but the derivation given here shows that they ev
hold for arbitrary spatial distributions ofE@N( i )#.
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